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Bending in the Right Direction

Rohs et al. (2005) report the success of a new Monte
Carlo algorithm in describing sequence-specific DNA
bending. The approach offers the possibility of im-
proved treatments of “indirect readout” effects in the
prediction of transcription factor binding sites.

What distinguishes a small number of transcription fac-
tor (TF) binding sites from the large number of other
nucleotide sequences that could potentially bind to the
same protein? For those sites that are recognized, what
are the structural and energetic origins of the subtle
differences in binding affinity that are often observed?
In addition to direct readout mechanisms, which in-
volve interactions between contacting groups on the
protein and DNA, it has become increasingly clear that
indirect readout mechanisms such as sequence-spe-
cific DNA bending are often operative in tuning these
affinities.

An interesting example involves targets of the human
papillomavirus E2 protein (HPV-18 E2), which are the
subject of a computational study published in this issue
of Structure by Rohs et al. (2005). A high-affinity site,
ACCGAATTCGGT, and a low-affinity site, ACCGACGTC
GGT, differ only in the spacer sequence (underlined)
that connects the two flanking half sites (Hegde, 2002).
There are no contacts observed between the spacer
sequence and the bound protein (HPV-18 E2 for the
AATT sequence and bovine papillomavirus E2 [BPV-1
E2] for the ACGT sequence), and indeed the shape of
the DNA is very similar for both sequences (Hegde,
2002). In contrast, crystallographic studies of the free
DNA molecules show that the sequence with the AATT
spacer is bent toward the minor groove in a manner
similar to that seen in the complex while the dodecamer
with the ACGT spacer is essentially straight (Hizver et
al., 2001). Rohs et al. (2005) employed a novel Monte
Carlo (MC) approach to simulate the structure and dy-
namics of these same two DNA dodecamers in solu-
tion. The bending patterns observed in the MC simula-
tions are in good agreement with those observed for
the free DNA molecules.

The simulation technology, which combines an ana-
lytical chain closure method carried out in torsion and
bond angle space with internal- and collective-variable
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C moves, is in itself a major technical achievement
Rohs et al., 2005). Used with an all-atom force-field
nd a simple dielectric screening model, the approach
nables effective sampling and fast conformational
quilibration. Remarkably, the MC simulations with the
imple solvent model are in better agreement with the
-ray results than those obtained from MD simulations

hat use explicit solvent (Byun and Beveridge, 2004;
juranovic et al., 2004). This appears to be due, in part,

o more efficient sampling in the MC simulations. The
uccess of the simple dielectric screening model im-
lies that the MC simulations accurately reflect the in-
ernal conformational energetics of the DNA and that
olvation effects may be of only secondary importance.
At this stage, the MC simulations have confirmed in-

ights as to the source of bending that had been no-
iced through the analysis of crystal structures (Hegde,
002; Hizver et al., 2001). In the cases studied here, the
ATT-containing dodecamer sequence is bent because

here is bending at the CG steps in the flanker regions
hat is reinforced by bending at the AT step in the spacer.
he ACGT dodecamer sequence is mostly straight be-
ause bending at the CG step in the spacer opposes
ending in the two flanking sequences. There are other
xamples to look at in this and other systems, but if the
C simulations continue to be successful in reproduc-

ng sequence-specific tendencies for DNA bending, we
ill have a powerful tool that can be applied to the
tudy of protein-DNA binding. Moreover, the results ob-
ained so far offer the promise of being able to predict
ow DNA will bend when bound to different proteins,
lthough this will require further methodological devel-
pments.
Accounting for the energetic cost of deforming DNA

o as to bind to a given protein is clearly an essential
spect of understanding sequence-specific DNA rec-
gnition. The driving force for this deformation is pro-
ided by attractive interactions between the protein
nd the DNA, some of which are highly specific. Indeed
here are often strong similarities between the inter-
aces formed by cognate and noncognate complexes
nvolving the same proteins even if this requires signifi-
ant distortion of one or both DNA strands (Siggers et
l., 2005). For the case of papillomavirus E2 proteins,
he crystallographic evidence, and now the MC simula-
ions, suggest that the cost of deforming the AATT do-
ecamer is less than that for the ACGT dodecamer be-
ause the former is already bent in the right direction
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in the free DNA while the latter is essentially straight,
thus requiring a higher deformation energy. However
there may be more to the story. For example the two
dodecamers form complexes with the BPV-1 E2 protein
which are structurally quite similar to those formed with
HPV-18. However, in contrast to binding to HPV-18, the
binding affinities of the two BPV-1 complexes are very
similar to one another. It has been suggested that these
differences in relative affinities are associated with
changes in the width of the minor groove between the
BPV-1 and HPV18 complexes (Hizver et al., 2001), but
accounting for subtleties of this type clearly poses fur-
ther theoretical challenges.

The use of structural information to understand pro-
tein-DNA binding specificity and to identify TF binding
sites will undoubtedly see rapid progress in the coming
years. The paper of Rohs et al. (2005) is likely to be an
important step in the development of approaches of
this type because it offers a means to describe effi-
ciently the conformation of the unbound DNA molecule
in atomistic terms and hence to improve treatments of
the energetic effects of indirect readout. It will be nec-
essary to develop methods to calculate strain energies
for the conformations that are generated. In addition to
the direct use of all-atom force-fields for this purpose
(Paillard and Lavery, 2004), a number of papers have
used the structure-derived parameters of Olson et al.
(1998) to calculate deformation energies. The structure-
based prediction of TF binding sites must account for
direct readout effects as well, and the energy-based
analysis of known TF binding sites is an essential step
in this direction. In addition, much has already been
learned from experimental and statistical studies of
known TF sites (Bulyk, 2003), and the integration of this
information with physical-chemical insights promises
to become a new and exciting research area (see e.g.,
Sarai and Kono, 2005). Indeed we will need to learn the
lessons of many diverse approaches if we are to fully
understand the subtle differences in protein-DNA bind-
ing specificity that underlie transcriptional regulation.
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